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 One is not using ubuntu but have 4.15.0-29-generic installed but not have smart data recovery center.iso downloaded. Why? ibobi: Because the kernel name of the live system and the installed system are different. Ok, I think there are to many questions about Ubuntu. I use it as an office tool, nothing more. I know it works and I want to be as close to the future releases of Ubuntu as possible. ibobi:
Thatâ��s not a problem. The kernel is the core of the system. Itâ��s your userspace apps and OS tools what can differ. Would you recommend it for server? ibobi: No. ibobi: The difference is less then on the server. So, maybe, itâ��s up to you. Thank you. !kernel | ibobi ibobi: The core of Ubuntu is the Linux kernel: see - You shouldn't have to compile your own, and if you need to troubleshoot

issues, you can try a!Mainline kernel instead, but if you insist, see (see also!Stages) they will get them for you I see. Thank you for your time and information. what live usb? I have ubuntu-mate-desktop, vim, and gedit as default and everything works perfectly. my pc isn't on at present but do you have the installed version? I have 15.04 and it works on there also. what do you want to do? what is the
issue you are having with live usb? I want to be able to use the latest Ubuntu LTS. What would be the difference between live and installed? Does anyone know? 82157476af
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